Abstract. The present study reports on computational fluid dynamics in the case of severe renal artery stenosis (RAS). An anatomically realistic model of a renal artery was reconstructed from CT scans, and used to conduct CFD simulations of blood flow across RAS. The recently developed Shear Stress Transport turbulence model was pivotally applied in the simulation of blood flow in the region of interest. Blood flow was studied in vivo under the presence of RAS and subsequently in simulated cases before the development of RAS, and after endovascular stent implantation. The pressure gradients in the RAS case were many orders of magnitude larger than in the healthy case.
Introduction
Renal artery stenosis (RAS) afflicts patients with atherosclerotic disease and leads to renal malperfusion, systemic hypertension, and ischemic nephropathy [1] . It is ranked as mild, moderate, and severe RAS according to the degree of stricture of the vessel diameter. The gold standard method for the assessment of RAS is intra-arterial Digital Subtraction Angiography (DSA), although modern multidetector CT systems (MDCT) are gradually being used instead, due to their non-invasive nature. The only available functional indicator for hemodynamically significant RAS (severe stricture or a moderate one with a pressure gradient of at least 5-10%) is the renal artery differential pressure (RADP), which is measured with the use of a catheter [2] [3] [4] . However, it is not widely used because it involves catheterization of the target vessel and its correlation with the outcome of the elected therapy is disputed [5, 6] .
Turbulence consists of fluctuations in the flow field in time and space. It is a complex process, mainly because it is three dimensional, unsteady and consists of many scales. It can have a significant effect on the characteristics of the flow. Turbulence occurs when the inertia forces in the fluid become significant compared to viscous forces, and is characterised by a high Reynolds number. Turbulence may be observed along vessel stenoses, depending on the local geometry and physical conditions, and influences blood flow. It affects the flow resistance, shear stress, and mass transport on the vessel wall, tensile stress on the endothelial cell membrane, hemostasis, and cell proliferation and migration [7, 8] . In experimental studies of pulsatile flow through constricted tubes [9] , vortical and helical structures were observed within mild stenoses. Transition to turbulence was associated with the breakdown of waves, and streamwise vortices occurred at these stenoses. Hemodynamic parameters such as pressure, velocity, and shear stress are spatially and temporally dependent. Scientific evidence underlines the significant role of wall shear stress (WSS) in the localization and progression of atherosclerotic plaque, and in the development of neointimal hyperplasia after endovascular stenting [10] [11] [12] [13] . Plaque encroachment into the lumen induces shear stress variations along the vessel wall, affecting both disease progression and renal perfusion [14, 15] .
Currently, there is a clinical demand for non-invasive screening tests of RAS that could simultaneously perform morphological and functional evaluation of RAS, and focus on proper patient selection for either conservative or interventional treatment. Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) modeling can be used to non-invasively study blood velocity and pressure within the vessel lumen, test the hypotheses of disease formation, and evaluate novel intravascular devices prior to in vivo implementation [13] . Recent studies investigating blood flow in phantom models and real stenotic arteries underscore the significant impact of local mass transfer and shear stress forces in the pathogenesis and natural course of atherosclerosis [16] [17] [18] [19] . It also stresses the necessity of focal, patient-specific hemodynamics to be elaborately characterized, especially prior to interventional therapy. Realistic estimation of RADP with acceptable accuracy by CFD has already been reported [4] .
The present study focuses on the computational simulation and calculation of hemodynamic properties, aiming to expand CFD into functional and prognostic assessment of RAS before and after endovascular therapy. The blood flow in a human renal artery is examined under the presence of an atherosclerotic plaque at the ostium of the vessel. The simulated cases of a healthy vessel and an atherosclerotic vessel after stent implantation are analyzed as well. The flow field, local and overall pressure gradients, shear stresses, and resultant forces exerted on the atherosclerotic plaque are meticulously investigated. In this concept, the k- based Shear Stress Transport model [20] [21] [22] , is applied on raw CT imaging data in order to simulate the flow and critical flow properties as well as the hemodynamic parameters of RAS under in vivo conditions.
Materials and Methods

Data acquisition and segmentation
A patient with severe RAS underwent contrast-enhanced spiral CT (Siemens, Somatom Plus 4A). The examination protocol was set to 120kVp, 180 mAs, with concurrent administration of 140 ml non-ionic iodinated contrast agent at 3.5 ml/s (time delay was set to 16 s). Scanning coverage was 6 cm with 2 mm/s table feed (total examination time was 30 s) and reconstruction was performed with a soft-reconstruction kernel at 1 mm intervals. The acquisition protocol generated a stack of axial images. Data were first archived to a DICOM server and transferred to a PC where image processing was performed, in order to generate the three-dimensional objects of interest.
Initially, all DICOM files were used to form a three-dimensional volume. The raw DICOM files were loaded into the 3D image processing software Analyze 6.0 (www.analyzedirect.com), and a 3D reconstruction of the vessel lumen surface was produced.
Thresholding and seeded region growing techniques were applied subsequently in order to segment the renal arteries and the aorta. The triangulated surface was then exported in a format that was 'understandable' by the CFD software (STL format) (Fig. 1) . A generalpurpose algorithm based on an adaptive mesh model was used. This algorithm is based on previous work [23] , and is an embedded function to Analyze 6.0 software [24] .
Surface editing and treatment of segmented data
The STL segmented data obtained from the imaging software were fully imported into the advanced mesher, where all the segments of irrelevant surface portions were cut-off --leaving only the ones representing the renal arterial segment. In order to maximize the discretization capability at the place of the RAS, boundary conditions (BC) were applied exclusively to the renal artery without extension of the calculation domain into the aorta, in order to avoid increase in the computational load (Fig. 2 a,b) . However, realization of the aorta and simulation of the blood flow within was performed on model geometries for validation purposes.
Additional inlet and outlet surfaces were properly mounted at each opening of the arterial segment, with normal surface along the main flow direction. These inlet and outlet mouths were carefully attached to the respective wall segments and tightly tailored to the adjacent wall STL surfaces, in order to have consistent representation of the blood flow. The complexity of this structure was high at the inlet mouth, because plaque development twisted the wall geometry from the cylindrical form (Fig. 2 a,b) . Fine surface mesh resolution near the inlet is shown in Fig. 3 [25] . Simulation results using these reconstructed data are reported as Case 1. The areas of all distinct surfaces of Case 1 are given in Table 1 . 
Simulation of unobstructed cases
In the absence of alternative segmented data of the same patient, and in order to simulate a stent placement at the stenosis, the arterial walls of Case 1 were further manipulated. The STL wall surfaces were sharply cut by a plane at a suitable point, and were replaced by a model cylindrical segment. The purpose of this cylindrical segment that extended from the cutting plane to the arterial inlet mouth, was used as an idealized arterial segment achieved after stent implantation (Fig. 4 b,d ). The cylindrical substitute that simulated the stent was of equal axial length as the cut-off plaque segment and of equivalent radius as the rest of the artery. The same boundary and physical conditions of Case 1 were applied to the 'post-treatment' case, defined as Case 2.
In order to completely describe the clinical problem, the healthy renal artery of the same patient was simulated. Therefore, the RAS segment of Case 1 was replaced by a cylindrical model segment. Contrary to Case 2, the circular base drawing of the cylindrical section initiated from the arterial inlet (Fig. 4 b,f) . The continuity and the smoothness of the arterial surface were significantly improved, compared to the sharp intersection of the respective parts in Case 2. Results were collected using the same CFD conditions that were applied to Cases 1 and 2, and data relative to this 'healthy' formation are listed as Case 3. For simplicity, the replaced arterial portion of each unobstructed case was also labeled "Plaque". The areas of all individual surfaces of Cases 2 and 3 are reported in Table 1 .
3D meshing method
The ANSYS CFX (v5.7) commercial package was used for mesh generation. The model simulations applied an Octree-based meshing algorithm in order to fill the interstitial segmented arterial surfaces with tetrahedral or prismatic cells. Prescribed curves and points on the surface mesh were used to adjust the positions of edges and vertices in the volumetric mesh. Initial discretizations include a minimum of 10 elements across an individual artery cross-section [23, [25] [26] [27] [28] . Final discretization includes multiple values of the initial resolution, typically on the order of 15 elements across the cross-section of the minimum arterial constriction (Fig. 3) . This is crucial to the procedure, as fine discretizations near the atheromatic plaque regime are necessary for the accuracy of local differential pressures and WSS measured thereat. An analysis of the mesh dependence and of the effect of the discretization level on the process is given in the "Cases Studied" section.
Computational Fluid Dynamics
Under normal rest conditions, the change of vessel diameter during the cardiac cycle is observed to be less than 10% in most of the major arteries [29] [30] [31] . In atherosclerosis, the arteries are less compliant and the wall motion is reduced. Thus, the vessel walls were considered to be rigid and the assumption of zero wall motion was used for the calculations.
The size of the suspended red blood cells does not affect blood flow noticeably in typical flow conditions. If blood density is not altered considerably due to high glucose levels or blood irregularities, blood viscosity is expected to cause negligible variations on the flow configuration. It is still an open subject whether blood can be simulated successfully by purely a Newtonian fluid. Recent two phase models (where hematocrit can build up) showed the contrary. However, in the present study, blood was treated as an incompressible, single phase, Newtonian, and isothermic fluid in a fixed domain with non-slipping wall boundaries with reasonable accuracy [17, 18] . The formulation of the problem consists of the continuity (mass) and Navier-Stokes (momentum) equations, and suitable initial and boundary conditions. The finite element method (ANSYS CFX) was employed for solving the transient equations in the complex domains of this type.
Treatment of Turbulence
Turbulence models seek to solve a modified set of transport equations by introducing 
The Shear Stress Transport (SST) model was adopted here, which is a superset of the standard 
Cases Studied
Case 1: Renal Artery segment with atheromatic plaque at flow entrance (reconstructed).
Case 2: Renal Artery segment with stent implantation and no atheromatic plaque (simulated). [4, 17, 35] . The sinusoidal approximation, described by Yim et al [4, 36] , was applied for the boundary pressure pattern description in all cases. In the sinusoidal approximation, description of the mean pressure drop evolution between the inlet and outlet of the arterial segment is in the form:
with P0, Pmax, and  taken from experimental renal data from Yim et al [4] . The temporal evolution of the pressure drop of Case 1 was directly extracted from this work --in the absence of in-house or other published validated data for this case. The value of the pressure drop represents the pressure head necessary to drive blood flow to the distal arterial branches [25] . The pressure drop evolution of Case 2 refers to a stent-implanted situation of the previous case (by Percutaneous Transluminal Angioplasty), where no similar data could be extracted from the literature.
It was assumed that the kidney would maintain constant blood flow (i.e. equal mean pressure drop per pulse between the arterial inlet and outlet) in all cases as it works under constant mean pressure drop conditions. Under this assumption, perfusion equilibrium between the aorta and the distal renal parenchyma was either compensated by systemic hypertension prior to intervention, or completely restored after virtual implantation of a stent, as the one simulated in Case 2. For the implementation of comparison, Case 3 (healthy state) was considered with the same BC. Thus, the same boundary mean pressure drop pattern description of Eq. 1 with identical values for P0, Pmax, and , was applied in the three reported cases. For validation purposes, realizations and simulations of the aorta were performed.
Comparative results using this model against experimental literature data [4] are given in the Results section.
Results
Hemodynamic parameters
Data presented in Fig. 6 The local values at each point of the inlet and outlet fronts differ as the reference pressure values imposed at each time step of the pulse (Eq.1). The pressure is calculated at each point and the average value over the area of each front is obtained. The difference of the average pressures between the two fronts converges to the reference value of the particular time step by repeated iterations. No significant deviations in average pressure drop profiles during a pulse were calculated between Cases 2 and 3 ( Fig. 7 b,c) . However, mean and maximum pressure profiles were higher in Case 1 (Fig. 7a) , where plaque presence caused increased flow resistance. The arterial stenosis caused a diffusion of the local pressure gradient on the surface of the inlet front, showing same values of differential pressure in both maximum and average ranges at all time steps within a pulse. The presence of a stent in the artery, Case 2, evoked a maximum pressure drop almost equal to the average one. The flow within a cylindrical stent of this kind is generally more homogeneous, compared to the flow in a curved vessel of a healthy patient, Case 3. Thus, variation of the local pressure gradient on the inlet front in presence of the stent is limited. Comparison of average differential pressure profiles among the three Cases document the additional resistance to blood flow due to the plaque (Fig. 7d) .
Peak values of maximum WSS on the surface of the plaque in Case 1 were almost an order of magnitude higher than corresponding average ones, located at the narrowest part of the arterial stenosis (Fig. 8a) . A healthy artery also exhibits a high maximum-to-average ratio of WSS values at certain points in the plaque area, however, of much lower maximum WSS magnitude compared to Case 1 (Fig. 8c) . On the contrary, the stent apparently acts as a diffuser on the distribution of WSS along the arterial wall (Fig. 8b) . Maximum WSS values and maximum-to-average WSS ratio are reduced. A comparison of average WSS values of the cases studied is shown in Fig. 8d . Average WSS at peak flow along with the resulting forces acting on the plaque area are given in Table 2 .
Points along selected streamlines at peak flow, as shown in Fig. 5 , were chosen randomly for each case. The local relative pressure and pressure gradient along the spatial coordinate (X) were post-calculated and reported in Fig. 9 . X was the local axis that lies along the axial coordinate of the main part of the artery (cf . Fig. 4) ; this direction was practically normal to the inlet flow surfaces of the non-stenosed cases (Case 2 and 3) and it would be the local axis of rotation if the arterial geometry was assumed ideally tubular. Differences between the stenosed artery case (Case 1) and each of the unobstructed cases (Cases 2, 3) are of many orders of magnitude and are clearly distinct. This information also exhibits the potential of the applied CFD methodology to non-invasively predict the effect of RAS development on the spatiotemporal flow and pressure distribution throughout an arterial segment.
Validation
In order to evaluate the model's accuracy, a comparison with an identical model geometry described by Yim et al [4] was conducted. Model geometry of the RAS and the adjacent aorta were reconstructed from scratch (Fig. 10) . The BC used in Cases 1-3 were applied to this geometry, using the present CFD methodology. Transient simulation results of a complete pulse cycle with a 0.0125s temporal resolution were collected and compared to the literature data. In order to study the effect of different discretization on the accuracy and convergence of the results, two individual mesh discretizations were used. The finest mesh discretization applied was 173870 nodes and 925630 elements, with the height of the smallest element at approximately 13 µm. This element was located in the narrowest constriction, next to the plaque wall. The element height at the constricted regions was exponentially increased in the direction normal to the walls, forming up to five (prismatic) layers, in order to handle the turbulence boundary layer efficiently. The total volume of the configuration was calculated at 255.616 mm 3 . The second discretization had a coarser resolution; 49408 nodes, 242071
elements, approximately 20 µm the smallest element size, and twice the temporal resolution (0.0250s). Accuracy between post-processed results of the two configurations at peak flow was measured as the difference (in percentage) of the two resolutions (Table 3) .
Differential pressure values of a complete pulse cycle using the finest discretization model, as Additional studies using (non-stenosed) segmented data in the renal region of a patient uncorrelated to the Cases 1-3, which had relevant hemodynamic properties measured by external ultrasound (US), was performed for validation purposes. The whole aorta-arterial segment was also acquired by CTA and was consequently segmented and meshed in this case, as there were no constricted regions present to increase the local discretization level significantly. The same degree of accuracy and convergence was kept as in Cases 1-3. After cutting off irrelevant segmented elements and tailored drawing of inlet and outlet boundaries at the open faces (Fig. 12a) , simulations of blood flow were performed in a meshed spatial domain of 245324 elements. The measured data refer to mean volumetric rates and maximum (systolic) and minimum (diastolic) velocity profiles in certain points in the arteries, and are given in Table 4 . In the absence of pressure profile data measured in this case, steady state calculations were applied in order to reproduce the measured volumetric rate and velocity data in an averaged fashion. To this end, the volumetric rates measured on the orifices of the two renal arteries were applied as BC in the respective regions (distal to aorta). The aim was to reproduce and compare the mean velocity components proximal to aorta between pulses and, thus, compare the accuracy of the modeling. The BCs in the inlet and outlet part of the renal aorta were not known, and were estimated as follows. The volumetric rate at the inlet part of the aorta was set either to an order of magnitude, i.e. ten times larger than the sum of the volumetric rates of the two renal arteries (Case A), or to half the former value, i.e. five times larger (Case B). The boundary at the outlet of the aorta was set to zero relative pressure at all times. Simulation of the blood flow was performed using SST turbulence modeling.
Streamlines taken after post-processing of Case B are depicted in Fig. 12b . Simulation results of both cases are given in Table 4 , and render the behavior of the velocity profiles that fall well within the measured range of both renal arteries, regardless of the BC used for the aorta inlet. Table 4 also displays the ratio of the volumetric rate calculated after convergence to the volumetric rate originally imposed (which is equal to the measured value) to the distal outlet parts of each artery for each case.
Discussion
The present study focused on imaging and evaluation of RAS, which is the main cause of renovascular hypertension (RVH) [2, 3] . Atherosclerotic RAS is typically caused by ostial plaque formation with an eventual occlusion rate up to 18% over 5 years [37] . Apart from causing renal hypoperfusion and loss of kidney filtration capacity, RAS is currently considered to be an independent predictor of death regardless of the extent and severity of systemic atherosclerosis [38] . Given the clinical significance of RAS, the frequent inconclusive nature of translesional pressure gradients for functional assessment of RAS, and the consensus that RAS revascularization should be ideally performed even before clinical evidence of renal malfunction, it is obvious that a reliable, accurate and reproducible noninvasive screening test for RAS is mandatory [38, 39] . To this aim, the authors pursued a realistically elaborate blood flow distribution and regions of recirculation, pressure gradients, and areas of high and low wall shear stress within the stenotic vessel segment by modern turbulence-based CFD modeling.
The majority of published CFD reports mainly deal with MR, which is radiation free.
However, in daily clinical practice, many studies are performed under CT imaging. Modern multi-detector CTs offer images of high spatial and temporal resolution, and may suppress the motion artifacts due to breathing and artery pulsation. The process of generating CFD models from CT images is still quite complex, but more user-friendly image processing software has emerged. In the present study, anatomically realistic models of renal arteries were constructed from CT scans and used to conduct CFD simulations of blood flow throughout the renal artery.
Recent literature reports have provided measures of WSS and differential pressures across stenoses [4] . Other groups have investigated the relationship between shear stress magnitude and development of atherosclerotic plaque by applying laminar flow CFD models [40, 41] .
Numerical studies on steady and pulsatile flow through stenotic vessels raise several turbulence issues, including fluid-structure interaction and rheology effects. Stress Transport formulation [20] [21] [22] . These functions are better suited for lower Reynolds number flows with complex near-wall phenomena. However, this process is computationally more intensive as it requires a very fine near wall mesh. This is the major motivation for not including the aorta region in the present calculations.
The major goal of applying CFDs in Simulation-Based Medical Planning is to spot potential indicators for therapeutic intervention and prognostic criteria for its outcome. It is noteworthy that published data regarding RAS management show a significant discordance between successful revascularization procedures (>95%) and an improvement in hypertension and renal perfusion (up to 70%) [38, 39, 48] . These data reasonably reflect the absence of a proper and efficient test for combined anatomic visualization and functional evaluation of RAS. To this end, CFD models may represent an attractive alternative. The present analysis included calculation of the flow rate, overall pressure drop, wall shear stress and wall shear stress rate, along with the internal pressure profile across the artery at peak pulse. These variables are considered the most prominent diagnostic and prognostic indicators of the patient condition.
Among these indicators, the high ratio of maximum-to-average WSS (i.e., contrast-to-noise), in conjunction with the high peak values of the maximum WSS and the differential pressure at the point of stenosis, may be presumed to be highly distinctive quantitative parameters of the clinical condition of the patient.
Theoretically, the above parameters may be calculated first upon diagnosis of RAS in order to determine severity, and secondly after virtual stent placement in order to assess the outcome prior to real endovascular therapy. Since progression of atherosclerosis and neointimal hyperplasia after stent placement are affected by the local WSS fluctuations, future exciting goals would be to predict the risk and rate of these phenomena by CFD-based characterization and simulation.
An identified limitation of the present work is the inclusion of a single patient and the absence of corresponding actual validation data. However, the high-grade of the lesion under study Geometric and physical data identical to the work of Yim et al [4] . Streamlines at time =0.3 s. R L
